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Agro Cedrus SARL  

 

 

 

Our organic carob-based products, super food and immunity boost, rich in minerals and vitamins are Lebanese, 100% organic, 
healthy, low in calories, high in fibers, gluten free, has no added sugar, no caffeine, no thrombin and no GMOs.  

Agro Cedrus is a small Lebanese enterprise established in Menjez, working to develop a sustainable approach to organic farming 
through growing and producing new innovative healthy and tasty organic carob-based products such as Carob Molasses Syrup, 
Carob Kibbles and Carob Powder. Thus, our vision is to be the leading company in Lebanon producing organic carob-based 
products. Our main Values: Innovation, Sustainability, Teamwork.  

Agro Cedrus has a direct social impact since the core business relied not only on a clear commitment to buy the carob yield from a 
cluster of 146 carob famers and assuring their income, but also to help farmers in implementing good farming practices and 
planting new fields of carob trees that have a huge benefit on the environment.  

Agro Cedrus activities cover a large part of the supply chain of the organic Carob Molasses Syrup, Kibbles and Powder from 
farming, to harvesting, traceability, processing, packaging, storage, retail, product development and distribution. In addition, 
private label packing is offered for highly reputable names in the organic ecosystem.  

Assortment:  

Our organic Carob Molasses Syrup is packed in bottles or jars of 400g or 800g and our Organic Carob Kibbles and Carob powder is 
packed in bags of 200g and 500g.  

Mr. Georges Youssef  
General Manager  
E: agrocedrus961@gmail.com  
T: +9613706221  

Agro Cedrus SARL  
Main Road - Menjez - Akkar - Lebanon  
T. +9613706221    W: agrocedrus.com  
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Atibaia wine  

 

 

 

ATIBAIA is the result of a family passion for wine and challenge to revive an ancient wine making region and to produce 
one of Lebanon’s best wines. Batroun (the most upcoming wine region) has been known for exporting and producing 
wine for over 6000 years. Atibaia consist of several plots of land in the area purchased in 2005. The winery makes its 
home in a 17th century house in the mountains of Smar Jbeil, overviewing Batroun in the North of Lebanon.  

 

Our wines became notorious in our local market. Today, we want to bring the best of Lebanon's wines to Europe. 
Lebanese wines have a good reputation already and our ambition is to continue doing so and showing the world that 
Lebanese wines can also be outstanding. Our philosophy is unique in comparison to all other wineries with a more 
direct approach and involvement of the family. We decided to continue working in that direction to make sure our 
approach is the reflection of our passion for wine.  

Mr. David Massoud  
Managing Partner  
E: david.massoud@atibaiawine.com  
T: +9613792599  

Atibaia wine  
Smar Jbeil, Batroun - Lebanon  
T. +9611584555    W: www.atibaiawinery.com  
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ATYAB - ZEIT BOULOS  

 

 

 

Zeit Boulos is part of ATYAB company, which owns a selection of local brands. The company’s strong and long 
experience permits it to control the entire manufacturing cycle of olive oil, from the olive tree in its groves to the 
bottle on the consumer’s table. ATYAB currently produces a wide range of quality products from its modern factory in 
the city of Jounieh, north of Beirut, including: a wide variety of vinegars; pomegranate molasses; olives; pickles of 
many sorts; zaatar (thyme); sumac; and natural olive oil soaps.    

The story goes from father to son: it was back in the early 1960s that Boulos Maroun revolutionized olive oil 
production in Lebanon by institutionalizing the bottling process and taking it to another level. An entrepreneur and 
innovator by nature, Boulos Maroun started packing olive oil in bottles and gallons, instead of the usual tins, to market 
it more efficiently to Lebanese households.  

As the business grew, Boulos Maroun began manufacturing a superior Lebanese olive oil towards 1964, which would 
later become Zeit Boulos. What started as a revolutionary idea quickly became a family passion which was passed on 
from Boulos to his son, Tony. Thanks to the valuable experience of his father, Tony Maroun successfully expanded Zeit 
Boulos and turned it into Lebanon’s leading producer of olive oil.  

Zeit Boulos was awarded, on many occasions, the “Best National Extra Virgin Olive Oil” award, and was voted for 
several consecutive years, as Lebanon’s “Product of the Year”. It is widely regarded as a national treasure and as an 
ambassador of Lebanese cuisine and is a leading brand in the local market according to a number of market studies 
done in the last decade.   

The new plant was designed as per the highest international standards to offer the ideal conditions for the production 
of premium products. It is equipped with the most sophisticated bottling and packaging machines, which allow the 
company to maintain the high quality of its products intended for local and international markets.  

Mr. Tony Boulos Maroun  
Owner 
E: tony@zeitboulos.com  
T: 00961 3629429  
 

ATYAB - ZEIT BOULOS 
Boulos Olive Oil Headquarter Bldg. Serail Street, Facing Jounieh Red Cross, 
Jounieh, Lebanon (T. +961 9 918 525)  
Export: Ms. Mira Khoury E. mira@zeitboulos.com   Mobile. +961 71 196116  
W: www.atyab-lb.com;  www.zeitboulos.com  
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Bazco Group—Raw Bites 

 

 

 

Raw Bites are healthy, delicious, everyday protein puff snack. We aim to impact the lifestyle of todays generation by 
reaching them with innovative and satisfying flavors. Free from all of kind’s preservatives, artificial & processed sugars.  

 

Assortment: 

Raw Bites are air-popped puffs, are never baked or fried, are vegetarian, gluten-free, have zero artificial flavorings, 
preservatives, colorings, no added sugar, and are non-GMO. These puffs are packed with protein, good carbs, and good 
fat and made with unique ingredients. We even offer Kids Bites, a different yet similarly delicious formula adapted to 
the nutrition needs of children.  

Raw Bites is an innovative, delicious, healthy, and nutritious snack.  

• Its nutritious calories loaded with protein, good carbs & good fats made from whole food ingredients.  

• It can be safely consumed by all the members of the family, “on the go” or as a meal replacement. All of the 
above might give our competition a head-start when it comes to comparing the “nutrition facts”, having said 
that, we believe that eating clean, natural, free from preservatives and additives is much more important than 
getting our bodies exposed to artificial ingredients with long term side effects to have some short term gains like 
less calories and more protein.  

• Our claims are accurately tested and put us in a leading position within our industry, highlighting Raw Bites as a 
one-of-a-kind certified and awarded product in the market. We are ISO Certified, FDA Complaint, NON-GMO 
Project Verified, and Voted Product of the Year 2021.  

Mrs. Nour Bazzaz 
Marketing & Sales Director 
E: nb@rawbites.co  
T: +9611800587 

Bazco Group—Rawbites 
60 Verdun Street, Nour El Hayat Building , 5th Floor  
T. +96170774270  W: www.rawbites.co  
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Bioland  

 

 

 

Bioland is a Lebanese established company since 2009, experts in aromatic herbs, tree plantation (mostly walnuts, 
grapes and avocado), natural essential oils production (such as lavender, rosa damascena, rosemary, neroli and more) 
and hydrosols.  

 

Assortment:  

Essential oils: Tanks of 300 Liters, Gallons of 5 Liters and small droppers of 5-10-15-20 and 30ml with special export 
packaging. Fruits: Bulk and packed. Extra virgin olive oil. 

 

The weather and geographical diversity of Lebanon makes it an excellent location for a high quality essential oils and 
fruits. We have collaborations with 2 of the best universities in Lebanon, we are getting the best agricultural practices 
and best distillation techniques to get the best product qualities: this is why we are being able to sell biggest cosmetic 
manufacturers in Europe.  

Mr. Gilbert el Khoury  
General Manager  
E: gilbertkhoury@bioland.me  
T: +96170580002  

Bioland  
Jal el dib, Oscar Center, 10th floor  
T. +96170580002    W: www.bioland.me  
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Biomass SAL  

 

 

 

Biomass is a grower, aggregator, packer, distributor and exporter of organic certified food products, located in Lebanon. The 
company is actively promoting sustainable farming practices in Lebanon working directly with farming partners and food 
processing partners (including artisans) across the country The company is certified according to the European Regulation for 
Organic Farming (EU Organic), in addition to being compliant with Global Gap and SMETA certifications standards.  

 

Today, Biomass is present in 3 categories including Organic Fresh Produce (Fruits & Vegetables), Organic Table Eggs and Organic 
Grocery Items, accounting for 250+ SKUs (and 200+ food products) in the portfolio.  

 

Biomass is present in 3 product categories, offering a substantial range of organic certified products. Furthermore, Biomass 
operates across the supply / value chain ensuring control and quality standards of products that is provides to its clients.  

Maria Salha / Pamela Daccache  
Quality Assurance / Packaging Manager  
E: maria.salha@biomass.bio / pame-
la.daccache@biomass.bio  
T: +961 70 323 634 / +961 3 836 522  

Biomass SAL  
Beirut, AL Khodor Street, MG Storing Building, 
Karantina (Port) Area  
T. +961 1 446556  W: www.biomass.bio 
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Bon Choix Company - L’arôme 

 

 

 

Rooted in the heritage and tradition of the villages of mount Lebanon, and inspired by the clean raw material grown in 
the mountains and prepared by villagers, we present to you “L’arome”. L’arome authentic delights are wide range of 
high-quality, preservative-free, vegan cookies and crackers made from natural ingredients only, with zero white or 
brown sugar. Loaded with oats, nuts, & dried fruits, our products are highly nutritious and tasty. 

 

We offer a variety of 12 products divided into several categories that cater to various tastes and dietary needs. From 
traditional cookies with a healthy twist, to sugar free crackers with Mediterranean flavors, to gluten free cookies & 
crackers, keto cookies, & stevia cookies, we have a product to satisfy the cravings of everyone. Yet, our star product is 
a special delight that we created; loaded with cashews and sweetened with honey or grape molasses, this 
mouthwatering delight, shaped like a traditional Lebanese Tarboosh, draws a genuine smile on the face of anyone who 
tastes it.  

 

Our Company was founded is 2009 and we have been ISO 22000-2018 certified since 2019. We currently serve the 
local and GCC markets and we are seeking to export to more countries in the EU.  

 

Our products are:  

• All natural  

• Vegan  

• Sugar free / No added Sugar  

• Preservative free  

• Mediterranean flavors  

• Highly nutritious & tasty 

• We also have keto and gluten-free products  

Mrs. Ruba Fayyad  
Sales and marketing manager  
E: ruba@bonchoixlb.com  
T: 009613899054  

Bon Choix Company - L’arôme 
Deirkoushi Al Shouf, Mount Lebanon, Lebanon  
T. 9613821253  W: www.bonchoixlb.com  
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Cave Des Ours  

 

 

 

Cave Des Ours is renowned for its Lebanese Apple Wine and Apple Arak (anise spirits). We are the first apple winery 
and distillery in Lebanon and the Middle East. Driven by our passion and love for sharing the exquisite taste of our 
products, the main focus of Cave Des Ours remains to offer the highest quality of Wine and Arak. 

 

Our apple wine and apple arak (anise spirits) can be drank alone with different international dishes or with some 
special cocktails like pear apple mojito, Apple Sangria, arak cocktails. 

Mrs. Elia EL BEAINOU  
Founder 
E: eliaelbeainou@cavedesours.com  
T: +961 71728003  

Cave Des Ours  
Kfardebian  
T. +961 71728003    W: www.cavedesours.com 
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Cedar’s Premium Food & Beverages S.A.L. 

 

 

 

Cedar's has been in the Beverage business since 1941 (was a Coke bottler in a merger in 2005) specializing in 
innovative beverage solutions sold globally having secured the ISO 22,000, FDA Registration, Bio-Inspecta and USDA 
Organic certificates.  

 

Assortment: 

Our product ranges: Sparkling fruit drinks in glass bottles with many flavors, Sparkling non-alcoholic mixes in glass 
bottles with no sugar added, Sparkling organic juices (Apple, and Pomegranate), Fruit drinks with low calories, Organic 
pure juices, Malt drinks, Carbonated soft drinks.  

Cedar's is the only company in Lebanon and one of the very few in the MENA region with organic certificates (USDA 
and Bio-Inspecta). We offer unique products in sparkling drinks such as the Vida Pop non-alcoholic range mocktails 
with no sugar added, and the Duo Sante organic with the unique Pomegranate flavor.  

Mr. Joe Najm 
Deputy GM 
E: joenajm@cedarspremium.com  
T: +96171555929  

Cedar's Premium Food & Beverage SAL  
Zakroun Industrial Zone, Zakroun North Lebanon  
T. 009616542145   W: www.cedarspremium.com  
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Crumble for Manufacturing & Trading S.A.L.  

 

 

 

Crumble is a family-owned artisanal confectionery based in Lebanon. Since 1984, Crumble has become one of the top 
wholesale suppliers of chocolate and confections in the Lebanese & Gulf Countries.  

 

Assortment: 

• Chocolate in bulk packaged in commercial craft boxes.  

• Chocolate assortment boxes with Crumble brand.  

• Handcrafted cookies and marzipan in commercial craft boxes.  

• Protein bars 50g packed in display boxes of 12 pieces. Each 8 display boxes in 1 case.  

 

Our artisanal customized products is what differentiates us from other confectionery companies worldwide. We are 
able to customize or design for our customers to the smallest detail the product that they need. The combination of 
high-end products with oriental and hundreds types of flavors, makes us unique as white label suppliers of 
confectionery to companies or retailers as they can create their own product. Regarding the protein bars, they are 
unique because of their simple composition and flavors which are different from most protein bars and their sales 
prices are highly competitive.   

Mr. Fadi Iskandar  
Managing Partner 
E: fadi.iskandar@crumble-lb.com  
T: +961 385 7332   

Crumble for Manufacturing & Trading S.A.L.  
Iskco Bldg., Miralco Street, Industrial Zone, Mazraat 
Yachouh, Metn, Lebanon  
T. +9614930067   W: www.crumblelb.com  
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Darmmess SARL 

 

 

 

 

Darmmess is a new high end brand of Premium Extra Virgin Olive Oil, coming exclusively from Deir Mimas village, 
Southern Lebanon, commonly referred to as the “Bordeaux of Olive Oils”, and available today in 14 countries around 
the globe. 

Launched in 2019, this SOCIAL ENTERPRISE did manage to rank among the best olive oils of the world, having scored so 
far 4 International Awards: 

An outstanding rich and balanced taste recognized by 3 medals: 2022 & 2020 Gold Medal at EVO-IOOC Italy, 2020 
Silver Medal at JOOP-Japan 

2022 Siver Standard of High Phenolic Olive Oil from World Olive Center, Athens Greece. Technically, its polyphenols 
content of 620mg/kg makes it rank among an elite of 10% of oils produced in the world acting as a natural food 
supplement to prevent and reverse various chronic diseases. 

Moreover, Darmmess enjoys the following competitive advantages, which makes it a one-of-a-kind Lebanese EVOO: 

Early Harvest of unripe green sorted olives 

Monovarietal of 100% Souri variety olives, indigenous of this part of the Mediterranean 

Organic Culture & waste management best practices 

Mrs. Rose Bechara Perini   
Founder 
E: rosebechara@darmmess.com  
T: +961 3 116 516  

Darmmess Sarl  
Zalka, new zalka street, Lebanon 
T. +961 3 116 516    W: www.darmmess.com  
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Del Libano S.A.L.  

 

 

 

Our pasta is made from 100% Lebanese Durum Wheat with 13% protein, No additives, preservatives or coloring. We 
clean the wheat, mill it, mix it with pure water, extrude it, dry it slowly for 18 hours to maintain all nutrients, package it 
and ship it.  

 

Our products are Lasagna, Tagliatelle, Spaghetti, Penne, Fusilli, Pipe Rigate, Vermicelli, and Integrale. Every product is 
packaged in a 500-grams bag or carton box (for Lasagna and Integrale only). 

 

Pasta “del Libano” fulfils customer wants and needs by making available a product of high quality at affordable prices: 

 Genuine: made of only durum wheat and spring mountain water  

Affordable: half the price of European brands  

Healthy: we have a total quality control process, and our children eat it  

Tasty: It has the taste of real wheat, and is not rubbery  

Natural: our product has absolutely no additives, coloring or preservatives  

 

Pasta “del Libano” has the following features:  

Coarse: our pasta is not smooth, it’s coarse to absorb the most amount of sauce and that enhances the flavor.  

Rich in Fibers: when we mill the durum wheat, we use some of the outside bran that has all the fibers to get a highly 
digestible product that keeps you not hungry longer.  

Fresh: it takes around a week from the time we clean and mill the wheat till the time the customer buys it and cooks 
it, and that gives is a fresh taste if you compare it to any other brand.  

Mr. Salah Malaeb  
CEO 
E: sam@dellibano.com  
T: +961 76 042 052  

Del Libano S.A.L.  
Industrial Zone, Hirsh El Assi, Baissour, Aley, Lebanon  
T. +961 5 570270   W: www.dellibano.com  
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Delta Group 

 

 

 

With over 30 years of experience, Delta Group is a leading food company established since 1974, and providing the 
highest quality ingredients from a range of more than 200 products you can find in all major local markets.  

The taste is the best, consumers are saving time and energy to prepare their meal. Lebanese expats who are craving 
for the authentic Lebanese taste and recipes. Less consumption of energy. Long shelf life products.  

 

Assortment:  

Baking Products, Puddings, Jellies & Ice-creams, Lebanese Specialties, Instant Juices, Spices. All these categories have 
different sku's in different packaging and weight. Spices are presented in envelopes , boxes with sprinkle, 200 grs. and 
500 grs. bags for Horeca.  

 

 

Mrs. Nathalie Kazan  
General Manager 
E: nathaliek@deltagrouplebanon.com  
T:  +961 3717155  

Delta Group 
Zalka, Zoughbi street  
Lebanon  
T. +961 4715242    W: www.deltagrouplebanon.com 
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Eshmoon holistics  

 

 

 

Eshmoon is a concept and a philosophy that advocates the need to come back to the roots and search for our healing, rejuvenation 
and balance from nature's sources through the harmony that exists in it. It is a brand of natural products that combines modern 
knowledge and traditional science in creating high-end natural products for our daily needs. The brand seeks to be holistic by 
combining the elements of natural or minimal processed ingredients, recycable packaging, responsible marketing and fair trade. 
Eshmoon organics is the sub-brand of eshmoon holostics that comprises of a variety of healthy alternative food items that are 
made from natural and organic ibgredienta. Adopting healthy principles of food combinations, the products are all gluten free, 
sugar free and dairy free.  

 

Our products are healthy, made from natural, organic, gluten free, sugar free ingredients. We also have a variety of innovative 
products that do not exist in other organic shops  

Mrs. Ninar breikeh  
Manager  
E: Outreach@eshmoon.com  
T: 03753554  

Eshmoon holistics  
El metn, Bouchrieh  
T. 9613 427795   W: www.eshmoon.com  
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Irma & Co S.A.L.  

 

 

 

KAMAKIAN makes it easy to prepare Armenian delicacies at home. The ingredients are carefully selected and come from small 
local farms. The products are prepared by Armenian mothers in the best circumstances in Mayrig’s central kitchen. The pillars of 
the Armenian cuisine is the pantry that allows you to set up a rich mezze table full of varied and contrasting flavors in just a 
minute. These preparations are now readily available in the KAMAKIAN selection, traditional recipes fitting in our everchanging 
world. These organic products come from the rich soil of Lebanon, the land that gave refuge to millions of Armenians. KAMAKIAN 
engages with its products, more than 400 farmers all around Lebanon. From Anjar in the Bekaa valley to Jbaa’ in the South. From 
Bolonia in the Metn area to the pearly shores of Anfeh. KAMAKIAN is our way of giving back to the land and to the most vulnerable 
among its population. Kamakian is a gourmet organic Armenian brand, born and raised in Lebanon, made with love.  

 

Our products are:  

Homemade high quality products, Armenian traditional recipes, Working with BOP and women as well as marginalized 
communities  

Mrs. Ramy Nehme  
Chief Communications Affairs Officer  
E: ramy@figholding.com  
T: +961 3 250365  

Figholding / Irma & Co SAL  
Gemmayze, Pasteur Street, 391 Medawar  
T.  +96171774794  W: products.alinekamakian.com  
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Kanz SARL  

 

 

 

KANZ is a social enterprise that empowers over 1000 women in 53 villages across Lebanon, producing the finest Lebanese terroir 
and gourmet products.  

Our recipes combine the ancestral skills of Lebanese artisans with the creativity of renowned chefs, using seasonal, fresh and 
natural home-grown ingredients. 

Every jar tells the story of a Lebanese home, with flavors inspired by our diverse culinary heritage. Kanz brings together food, 
traditions and narratives that weave our culture and craft our identity.  

With all proceeds going to support Beit el Baraka's 226,000 vulnerable families of retirees and children, KANZ aims at achieving 
scalable and lasting change in Lebanon’s rural areas by:  

 

1. Providing sustainable and scalable solutions that tap into Lebanon's boundless agricultural opportunities 

2. Transforming women in rural communities into breadwinning producers  

3. Restoring a self-reliant and sustainable agri-food system that expands the growth potential of Lebanese lands 

4. Bridging Lebanon with a strong worldwide network of consumers, stakeholders, and potential investors 

 

Kanz is a labor of love that results in conscientious food. A cultural symbol from Lebanon. 

Mr. Ziad Holaihel  
Business Development Consultant  
E: info@kanz.com.lb  
T: +961 81 361304  

Kanz SARL  
Sheikh El Ghabi Street, Al Itihad Building, Beirutt-Lebanon  
T. +961 81 361304    W: kanz.com.lb  
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Karma Lebanon S.A.L. 

 

 

 

Established in 1995, Karma Lebanon is the premier exporter of fresh, perishable, Lebanese fruits and vegetables mainly 
by air freight. We specialize in mixed shipments to supermarkets and HORECA. Our strengths are a very short and fast 
supply chain where the product is available for the retail consumer in Europe and GCC countries within 18-24 hours 
from its harvest time. Our products are branded and satisfy all the requirements of GAP and general hygienic norms 
and regulations.  

 

Great consumer experience: value, extremely fresh, longer shelf life, selective origin to maximize taste, complete 
logistical solutions.  

 

 

Mr. Khaled Hamze Sinno  
CEO 
E: khaled@karmalebanon.com  
T: +9613653330  

Karma Lebanon SAL  
Porlamar Center , Khaldeh Main Road, Beirut , LEBANON  
T. +9615801928    W: www.karmalebanon.com  
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Lebanese Genco Olive Oil  

 

 

 

Lebanese Genco Olive Oil, a family owned business was formed in 2013 to materialize a tradition that has been ongoing for more 
than 300 years in the cultivation of olive trees and the production of olive oil, in addition to other bi-products of this sacred tree. 
LGOO currently owns two brands: Orchards of Laila & Elissar that stretch over 6 production lines: Organic EVOO, Infused Olive Oil, 
Honey, Molasses, Herbs & Spices and Olive Oil Cosmetics.  

 

We have one of the most awarded brands in the world when it comes to our categories. Our products have won in New York, 
Dubai, Paris, Palmi, London and we also provide custom blends for the specific target market to ensure maximum compatibility 
with their palates and consistency. Our products are USDA and EU certified Organic and packaged in Eco-friendly packaging with a 
majority of recycled material in state of the art designs.  

Ing. Ibrahim El Kaakour  
Founding Partner  
E: ikaakour@lebgenco.com  
T: +9613000123  

Lebanese Genco Olive Oil  
Hassan Bek Al Kaakour Main Road , Lebanese Genco Oli-
ve Oil Head Office  
T.  +9613000123   W: www.lebgenco.com  
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Mezzmix  

 

 

 

We produce Garlic Dip, as per the authentic way, Lebanese Toum sauce, egg-free, mayonnaise-free and dairy-free is being made. 
This vegan great paste, with rich nutritive value such has an explosive taste. It can be used as a dressing for salads, as a dip for 
carrots and chips, as a sauce for steak and sandwiches, and even as a cooking ingredient for stews and other broth…  

We produce also the Lebanese chili paste, a combination of natural chili molasses with sweet pepper puree.  

Our products are available for: 

• FMCG market in 200g, 400g, plastic tubs, 300g squeezable bottles, and in glass jars of 250g.  

• Food service market in providing the best garlic dip by offering our products in bulk packaging, and in 6g sachets.  

 

With steady local growth, organic export strategy, our products are now available in Dubai, Qatar and Kuwait.  

The new launch of garlic product, combined with peppers, or honey and mustard seeds, or paprika and coriander... will help us 
achieve our mission, to revolutionize the way people consume garlic. More products are available such as garlic puree, garlic 
seasoning, chili paste, ready to eat hummus bi tahini (original and flavored, eggplant puree with tahini)… Our products are: Vegan, 
with Explosive taste, Natural product, Minimally processed, Next big thing in food, Super nutritive values! 

Eng. Nemer Mansour  
General Manager  
E: nemer@mezzmix.com  
T: +9613051737  

Mezzmix  
Metn, Mont-Liban, Lebanon  
T. +9613620238  W: www.mezzmix.com  
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Nature by Marc Beyrouthy - Made by Nature  

 

 

 

We at Made by Nature are a team dedicated to serving small producers from local rural spaces and surrounding communities 
while aiming to achieve an enhanced and sustainable livelihood. Our concept consists of a collective space where heroes from 
Lebanon can gather to showcase their products and offer clientele a wide range of sustainable ecofriendly Lebanese products. Our 
space prioritizes the direct linking of producer with consumer and the building of trust within this community so that to arrive at 
constructing a solid and structured network.  

 

The strength of Made by Nature are the people behind the company. Actually the founders are known bloggers, which rich history 
working in close cooperation with the biggest Lebanese woman led cooperatives Together, Nature by Marc Beyrouthy, Atayeb Al 
Rif (Rural Delights) Cooperative and NGNO use their social media presence to promote fairs, including NGNO YouTube channel; 
reaching up to a total of 100,000 views between stories, post and reels. Former videos also developed by Made by Nature and 
published on its YouTube channel have reached 5,000 to 10,000 views and interactions with a potential of reaching up to 20,000.  

 

 

Mrs. Amanda Abdallah  
Operation manager 
E: amanda.a.abdallah@macbeyrouthy.com  
T: +961 81 684 231  

Made by Nature 
Kaslik Sea Side Road, Jounieh, Lebanon  
T. +961 81 681 616 - +961 76 36 33 53   
W: www.marcbeyrouthy.com - 
www.madebynature.com  
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Parsare SARL - AYADINA  

 

 

 

Ayadina was started back in 1996 by Madame Amale Harb (Sett Amale) as a hobby to perfect premium Lebanese 
Mouneh (Pantry) with a touch of art and love. She started by orders to family and friends and then developed a small 
business with the hope of bringing back her son who has left the country. Successfully, her son, Roy Harb, took over in 
2010, investing in expanding Ayadina, and later in 2019, Roy’s wife Nathalie Boueri joined the team. Building on 
Amale’s legacy, Ayadina has positioned itself as a producer of hand-made, premium, nutritious, Lebanese pantry 
prepared according to mama’s recipes targeting health-conscious consumers who wish to provide high value goods for 
themselves and their families. Ayadina’s products stand out in terms of quality, presentation, variety, crunchiness, and 
manual production and packing by local women. As part of its social mission, Ayadina not only employs local women 
but also welcomes young students, as interns, to learn about production processes or to apply their knowledge in food 
safety, production, marketing, or even agricultural practices. Ayadina managed to create a network of high quality 
naturally and locally sourced and produced products’ suppliers, working up-close and personal with each one of them 
and supporting in providing seedlings and other materials needed.  

 

Assortment: 

• Pickles  

• Jams  

• Sauces & Condiments  

• Lebanese Spice Mixes  

 

 

 

Ayadina is a tasteful and sensorial celebration of handcrafted traditional delicatesse, of the healthy and the natural. 
The brand name (Ayadina, meaning ‘our hands’ in Arabic) suggests the social, natural, and the home-made with love 
aspects of each product. It is a celebration of the hand-work of the community, from farmers, to pickers, cooks, 
packagers, distributors and so on. Ayadina is a sensory pleasure, for “Sett Amale”,meaning ”Lady Amale”, the 
presentation of the items was as important as the quality of its ingredients and its taste. The brand’s ethos has 
faithfully followed its founder’s touch and is built around ‘consciously’ offering exceptional taste, crunchiness, and 
freshness presented in exceptional aesthetics of colors and assortments. Each and every product is made with the 
customer in mind.  

Mr. Roy Harb  
Founder & Managing Partner  
Roy.Harb@Ayadina.com  
T: +9613414138  

Ayadina  
1470, 10th Street, Ajaltoun, Keserwan, Lebanon  
T. +96181106655    W: www.ayadina.com  
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Rechmaya distillery 

 

 

 

It started generations ago, in Rechmaya, where a love of Nature first took root. In more recent times, it started like 
great stories often do: with an idea. 

What if that love of Nature could be contained within a sip? What if the place that produced such serene summer 
afternoons, could also produce the only thing that could make them even better? 

Chadi and Maya, owners of the brand, asked all these questions and found an answer: Rechmaya Distillery. A place for 
food, people, creativity, and cheerful conversation. Oh, and gin. Gin was important too. 

 

JUN BOTANIC was their first artisanal gin launched in 2018, infused with the native Lebanese organic Juniper        
excelsa and 8 mingling locally – used botanicals. Short for Juniper, JUN embodies a complex character not quite like 
anything else. 

 

JUN DRY followed in 2019, infused with juniper communis is crafted for real gin lovers, With its refined dry finish, JUN 
DRY blends very well to achieve a unique flavor in drinks. 

 

We are artisanal Gin makers and we can produce 290 bottles a day.  

Mr. Maya Khattar  
Cheerful Distiller  
E: cheers@rechmayadistillery.com  
T: 0096170929867  

Rechmaya Distillery 
Al Ain; Rechmaya; Lebanon  
T. 009613278682     
W: www.rechmayadistillery.com  
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Sheghel Emeh  

 

 

 

Variety of lebanese mouneh products: Dairy products - jams - pickles... in addition to ready to eat dried Lebanese meals. All our 
products are handmade with natural ingredients and packed in glass jars and eco friendly paper bags  

 

Since 2018, Sheghel Emeh started to offer homemade traditional “Mouneh” in an innovative way by introducing new flavors to the 
usual types in addition to preserving the traditional methods in manufacturing certain types, in order to satisfy the largest number 
of consumers. Our products are homemade and can be stored with no artificial preservatives added, which distinguishes them 
from the other products on the market and keeps them out of competition due to their quality, manufacturing method, and 
innovative types.  

 

We offer a variety of innovative products that are not available in the market.  

 

 

Mr. Claude Aboud  
CEO  
E: Claud@shegheleme.com  
T: 70176619  

Sheghel Emeh  
Tripoli, Maarad Street  
T. 70176619    W: www.sheghelemeh.com  
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SOLER'S  

 

 

 

After years of recipe developments, SOLER’S was first launched in 2016, with a mission to provide everyday foods that are simply 
delicious and healthy. The company has grown at a rapid pace ever since, expanding its offerings internationally across many 
gourmet stores, supermarkets and online stores with its wide variety of tasty healthy snacks that are preservative free. The 
company currently holds its position at the core of the sector with its different flavored snacks that satisfy both salty and sweet 
cravings. SOLER’S carefully selects high quality natural Levantine ingredients to create great-tasting products that one can enjoy all 
day. By offering a product for every member in a family, SOLER’S is always present in any grocery shopping list. Hard work and 
continuous investment in R&D has given SOLER’S the production capacity to expand internationally. SOLER’S looks forward to 
creating inspired new treats that make life even more delicious!  

Assortment:  

Authentic Snacks made from natural ingredients with a clean label that can target millennials with heavy duty packaging (Crackers 
With Thyme-Breadsticks With Thyme-Bites With Thyme-Pita Chips With Thyme-Crackers With Olive-Multicereal Dip Snack)  

Our products are:  

• Heavy Duty Packaging with Clean Label  

• Flexibility to Customize the product-  

• Better Taste with traditional recipes  

• Competitive Price 

• Authentic Levantine herbs 

• Only natural preservatives used  

Mr. Ara Slikhanian  
General Manager-Owner  
E: ara@tsolers.com  
T: 009613612744  

SOLER’S 
Dora Highway, center Ara Yerevanian 3rd floor, Beirut 
T. 009611250260    W: www.tsolers.com  
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TAQA snacks  

 

 

 

TAQA snacks is a specialized confectionary bakery that produces vegan snacks by using wholesome Mediterranean natural 
ingredients. Many of our snacks are inspired by old traditional recipes adding home-made feel to our delicious products.  

 

Assortment:  

Date & Cashew Bars: Almond & Rose Water / Pistachio & Orange Blossom / Coconut Lemon / Hazelnut Cacao Vegan Stuffed 
Cookies - Maamoul: Date, Pistachio, and Walnut Vegan Oat Cookies: Dark Chocolate Chip & Orange Cinnamon Products are 
packaged in flexible wrappers & boxes. 

 

Our products:  

• Mediterranean flavors  

• Package format  

• Actively work on ESG goals  

Mrs. Soumaya Merhi  
CEO 
E: soumaya@taqaonthego.com  
T: +96176405407  

TAQA snacks  
TAQA snacks Sea Road Enfeh, Al Koura, North Lebanon. 
T. +961 26 543 509    W: www.taqasnacks.com  
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The Good Thymes 

 

 

 

The Good Thymes is a Lebanese agricultural company that brings a fresh breath to traditional Lebanese savors through 
modern and inspired culinary creations, all based around the unequalled wild Lebanese thyme.  

 

Assortment: 

Zaatar mixes, Seasonings and Herbal tea. 

Zaatar is a unique combination of herbs and spices that is specific to the middle eastern cuisine.                                     
The Blend consists most often of Oregano, sumac, toasted sesame and a pinch of salt. Other ingredients can be added 
to this savory spice. 

 

We have unique Zaatar mixes, some with nuts, some with dried fruits and other with seeds. We give great importance 
to the quality of the Zaatar and we have innovated several product around Zaatar. Our products can be used in all 
Mediterranean delicacies which make them wanted by top chefs and restauranteurs as well as shop owners. Sprinkle it 
over Cheese or a salad, use it as a marinade for fish, meat and poultry, mix it with olive oil and dip in it with crackers or 
simply spread it with olive oil on a warm piece of bread. 

The Good Thymes 
Kfarhouna, Jezzine, Lebanon  
T. 00961 78 801081   W: www.thegoodthymes.com  

Mr. Fady Aziz  
Founder 
E: fady@thegoodthymes.com  
T: 00961 70 010410  
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The Three Brothers Bathtub Gin 

 

 

 

 

It is the result of an American production style of gin with local Lebanese ingredients utilizing Juniper  berries and 21 
other botanical products in the maceration and infusion process. Distilled 6 times to ensure a Premium quality and 
taste.  

 

I. Botanicals: Juniper berries, carob fruit, jujube fruit, olive leaves, coriander seeds, rose petals, cedars leaves, pine 
barks, hawthorn leaves, pistachio, grapefruit peel, lavender, grapefruits, red apples and cinnamon. 40% ABV 500ML 

The Three Brothers Bathtub Gin get awarded the best compound Gin 2022 in the world gin award in UK. 

II. Mother of Eight dry Gin: This contemporary dry gin is crafted by blending Two separate distillates through a unique 
process. Lebanese botanicals are macerated other are gently vapor infused giving it its complex taste. 

Botanicals: Juniper, Coriander, Rose, Liquorice, Frankincense, orange, lemon, pomegranate. 44% ABV 750ML 

 

Les Trois Maladroits Wine: The uncommon wine of Lebanon  

Red: We taste the fruity, the fresh, and well rounded, and inhale the aroma of our red fruits. We gulp it all down with a 
smirk. GRAPE VARIETY: 15% Merlot 15% Cabernet Sauvignon 30% Syrah 40% Tempranillo.  13% ABV 750ML 

Rose: We finally give you a Rose filled with the raw power of the Northern Bekaa grapes. It is the uncommon wine of 
Lebanon. GRAPE VARIETY: 25% Syrah 25% Tempranillo 25% Grenache 25% Cinsault 12.5%ABV 750ML 

White: Soft easy wine, wine for everyone. GRAPE VARIETY: 10% Chardonnay 40% Sauvignon Blanc 40% Uni Blanc 10% 
Muscat 12.5% ABV 750ML 

 

Mtallat Arak: 

Mr. Chadi Tannous  
Chief Product Officer  
E: chadi@threebrothers.me 
T: 009613545784  

The Three Brothers Bathtub Gin 
Sin el fil, saydeh street, bou antoun bldg 
Beirut – Lebanon  
T. +96171333501   W: www.threebrothers.me 
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Zakka Technologies SARL  

 

 

 

Zakka Technologies specializes in procurement and after sales service of industrial processing and packaging equipment for the 
agro-food and chemicals industries in Lebanon  

 

We specialise in finding the most competitive and value-creating solutions for each project according to specifications/budget/
technical requirements/time constraints. 

 

 

Mrs. Valerie Zakka  
Owner -General Manager  
E: valerie.zakka@zakkatechnologies.com  
T: +9613621813  

Zakka Technologies  
Berytech Mar Roukoz 11753 Riad el Solh Beirut Lebanon  
T.  +9613621813   W: www.zakkatechnologies.com  
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